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Preface

"
A thousand years ago the Drakkaune Empire started a campaign to enslave the galaxy. Draknos, an immense robot, put
an end to the Drakkaune’s plans. The Drakkaunes were banished into the Great Void as punishment for their war crimes.
They were never seen or heard from again ... until now.

Chapter 1

"

On the edge of known space near the Great Void, thousands of
Drakkaune’s warships emerged from hyperspace. In the center
of the massive fleet was their flagship, the Armageddon. This
enormous starship is more then eight kilometers long, dwarfing
all the other ships in the area. In the Armageddon’s main briefing room, Star Admiral TussLock presided over a long circular
table. TussLock didn’t stand out among the Drakkaune males,
being just over two meters tall, with short, light brown hair.
Around the table were thirty holographic images that represented the other admirals in the fleet.
TussLock was talking to one of the holographic admirals
when the door in the back hissed opened. Two uniformed
armed guards in glossy black armor came into the room, immediately went to either side of the door and stood at attention.
TussLock straightened his smoky gray tunic, came to attention,
and gave the order. “All rise in the presence of Warlord
AirNock.”
Standing at two and half meters, Warlord AirNock stepped
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into the room as the door hissed closed behind him. The dark
leather chest plate of his indigo blue uniform enhanced every
muscle on his chest. His black silk cloak with blood red trim
waved behind him as he approached the table. He stopped just
before the table and glanced around the room.
Walking up to his chair next to TussLock, he spoke in a
deep voice, “Be seated.” Then he took his seat. “Over a thousand years ago, our ancestors were cast out of this sector and
into the Great Void. After hundreds of years of wandering, they
managed to find their way through the void. Finding new
worlds to conquer on the other side, they rebuilt our society
bigger and stronger than it ever was. With all of their sacrifices
and hard work, they made possible for the day when a passage
would be found through the void, and that day is finally here.
It is time to honor our ancestors and take back what is rightfully ours.”
Everyone in the room cheered until the Warlord raised his
hand slightly. The room instantly became quiet. “I will now
turn the briefing over to Star Admiral TussLock.”
TussLock looked at the Warlord, nodded, and then started
his briefing. “Two years ago we sent probes to this sector.” He
pushed a button on the table in front of him. A three-dimensional map of the Milky Way Galaxy materialized above the
table, and a small box appeared in one of the outer arms. The
rest of the galaxy, outside of the box vanished as the box
enlarged to fill the space above the table. A blinking arrow
appeared in the star field next to a large void. “This is where
we are now. Our probes have detected that the majority of this
space before us is occupied by an organization called the Star
Alliance, and most of the inhabitable systems are members.
“In the region to the west, there are several smaller factions
not allied with anyone. They will be crushed in no time. But
the Star Alliance will be a different story. They have an excel-
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lent fleet of starships that are interested mostly in space exploration and scientific research. As a result, their ships are scattered
throughout this sector and will not make an impressive fighting force. Warlord AirNock will now brief you on his plan.”
The Warlord leaned forward onto the table and looked at
the two holograms closest to TussLock. “Admirals RuNock and
KiMusk are the ones I have chosen for the honor of making
the first kills.” He pushed a button on the table and two stars
in the star map started to blink. “These two systems are the
Star Alliance’s outer most colonies. They hold no importance
to our plans, but they will make an important psychological
tactical impact.” One of the two blinking stars turned red.
“Admiral RuNock’s battle group will enter this system and
destroy all structures on the fourth planet. We believe they call
it Carnara.
“Your fighters will make their first strike on the orbital
defenses. They will fly down to the planet’s surface and take
out their ground defenses. After that is accomplished, your
ships will come in to finish the job. I want you to leave some
survivors, so they can spread the news of this attack.
“Admiral KiMusk, you will go to this system.” The other
blinking star turned blue. “Your targets will be their space station and the planet it is orbiting. Destroy the space station
completely, along with the structures on the planet’s surface.
Leave no survivors in this system. Our latest report indicates
there is a starship at the space station. If possible, I want it
captured. You two will be under way within the hour.”
Admirals RuNock and KiMusk replied as one, “As you
wish, my Lord.”
AirNock continued, “Admiral MyNiks, I have a special
mission for your battle group.” He pushed another button and
a box appeared on the far end of the star map with a schematic
of a communication station. “This is a subspace communications
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relay station used by the Star Alliance. They have these stations
spread throughout the sector. I want you to capture these stations and reprogram them to meet our needs. You will leave as
soon as you are able.”
“At once, my Lord.”
The Warlord pushed another button and the box with the
relay station in it disappeared. Then another star started to
blink in green. “The rest of the fleet will gather here in this
system. It will be the ideal place to establish our new base for
the assault on the Star Alliance. Admirals RuNock, KiMusk,
and MyNiks, when your missions are completed, you are to
rendezvous with us here for further orders. The rest of the task
force will be underway in five hours. That is all for now. Good
hunting.”
With that, TussLock pushed a button on the table and the
holographic projection of the star field dematerialized. He then
stood up and ordered, “This meeting is adjourned.”
Everyone in the room stood at attention. The Warlord got
up from the table and left the room with his two guards. After
the door closed behind the Warlord, TussLock commanded,
“You are now dismissed.” One by one, the holographic projections of the admirals vanished. After all the projections were
gone, TussLock left the briefing room to join the Warlord in
the Armageddon’s main bridge.
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